NEW IN QUICK3DPLAN 5!
Interface
Tabs: The new Quick3DPlan® includes an updated interface with tabs that show all the available options
for architecture, furnishing, views… reducing the number of mouse clicks. .

Files: With only one click you have access to the last
projects and the security copy that Quick3DPlan saves in
case the program closes down unexpectedly.
Print: Quick3DPlan® includes a new print preview window for images and reports. You can enter your
company name, company logo and page footer.

Architecture

Draw room: A new dialog where you can select your room layout
among five options or you can draw the room manually by clicking
on the screen.

Move pillar: You can move the pillars of the kitchen accurately by entering the distance
with the keyboard.

Furnishing
Insertion options: New special insertion options that allow you to insert a cabinet easily and
accurately in the following cases:
- Corner cabinet insertion adjusted to the wall corner angle.
- Insert island cabinet at a specified distance from two selected walls.
- Insert cabinet centered on a selected wall.
- Insert cabinet centered on a selected window.
- Insert cabinet centered on another selected cabinet aligned on the back.
- Insert cabinet centered on another selected cabinet aligned on the
front.

Change molding model: You can change the crown molding and light rail model for a
selected cabinet or for all the cabinets in the design. There are 6 new light rail
models and 8 new crown molding models.+

Change molding height. You can modify the height of the baseboard, crown molding, light rail
and backsplash and the countertop thickness for a selected cabinet or for all cabinets in the
design.

2D
2D colors: You can chose between white or cream color for the background. You can also print your floor
plans in black and white or solid colors.

3D
Enhanced image quality: The 3D view shows the shadows generated by the inserted items. The quality of
doors, handles and accessories has been improved. Materials have also been updated.

Shadow intensity: New tool to modify shadow intensity to
make it darker or lighter. Changes are instantly shown on
the screen and you can see how shadows change while
moving a light.

Catalogs
New catalog in mm: Apart from centimeters and inches you
can now also design in millimeters with a European style
catalog.

Cabinet catalog update: The American (inches) and European (mm and cm) catalogs have been updated
with cabinets requested by our customers: new base cabinet with a wine cooler or small fridge, end
cabinets with two doors, curved end cabinet, soffit…

Accessory catalog update: New tables, chairs, stools, glassware, jars, crockery…

